abled and fostered by their visually representative characteristics. To this end, I have two main goals. The first, fairly modestly, is to comment on the dual function of tables that looks to the past by collecting empirical information while directing practice toward the future by providing a view of how chemical substances relate to one another. The second, in which I expand the literature on serial linguistics to include spatial and graphic symbol systems, is to show that the visual discourse of the tables can help us understand that dual role. One popular story, of course, is that the iconic Mendeleevian periodic table of 1869 owes its glory to its uncanny ability to predict the unknown (directing practice toward the future), and as such is a paradigmatic historical example of dually collecting the past and guiding practice forward. But this accomplishment has its own history, one understood better when tables from the history of chemistry are treated as complex symbol systems. In fact, in what follows, I take the introduction of the periodic table as the end point to my story.
In general, then, I treat the chemistry table as a technology of representation, or a representational tool-a device used to perform a task-the visual grammar of which could be read. My primary contribution here is to take the idea of a linguistic study of the table (something that can be read) and add to it the idea of a visual study of classifications (a representation for which it mattered how it looked). The theme of treating the table as a discursive visual tool speaks to ideas of visual cognition, of the importance of nomenclature and language, and of how the construction and use of the table may be thought of in terms of a "paper tool."
1 While the history of paper, following this second theme, is a highlight of the active dimension in the history of chemistry and science, a focus on what chemists do with a given object, and not just on how that object was created. When chemists read tables of classification, they are not only engaging with an extant system of ordering and relating, but also participating in the history of that table-its production, consumption, and alteration. I mean this in the sense in which Michel de Certeau describes the practice of everyday life, wherein he uses the category of "trajectory" to "suggest a temporal movement through space" that shows us that in the activity of consumption is also a silent production. 3 By focusing on the presentation of the table as only a moment in that larger trajectory I do not seek to undermine current views of the table as an isolated object of study, but to complement and extend them. Historiographically, I suggest a forward-looking temporal focus that indicates the constant motion of science as a creative act-that, in this case, the tables of classification have always been elements of practice which were activated when read in the laboratory or when referred to in the text. 4 De Certeau notes, in perhaps a concise summary of his entire project, that "surveys of routes miss what was: the act itself of passing by." 5 In a similar vein, the table need not be just a survey or an overview, but can be part of the very act of classifying.
This perception of the duality of classifications has wide currency among current historians' views of the development of the chemical sciences, though scholars have not identified the visual aspect of the Nelson Goodman, writing on a theory of symbols, likewise echoes the sentiment when he writes that "if representing is a matter of classifying objects rather than that of imitating them, of characterizing rather than of copying, it is not a matter of passive reporting" (Goodman, Languages of Art [above, n. 2], p. 31). I need to note also that my discussion in the following is based on a study of table producers and of historically well-known chemical actors who used and responded to them-based on discussions of the tables that one finds in texts, memoirs, and journals-and not on lower-level practitioners who would come across such tables in daily use in schools or laboratories or lectures. I encourage and welcome more research into diaries, personal journals, and laboratory notebooks as a useful way to investigate the points I am making, or to study in a different way how the use of tables was aligned with daily laboratory practice. However, with overtures toward material practice and practical contexts, the present paper aims at furthering the conceptual and heuristic point about the role of the visual in the representation of classification.
5. De Certeau, Practice of Everyday Life (above, n. 3), p. 97.
classification as a consistent feature of different tables. In particular, Alistair Duncan has written extensively about the idea in eighteenthcentury tables for the purpose of showing how chemistry developed its own theories of matter. 6 Lissa Roberts has also made important contributions to the history of the eighteenth-century chemical table.
7 She does so to establish a more refined point about the manipulative tendency of chemists: that those skills of manipulation and rearrangement help to explain the move from art to science, from dispersed sets of craft skills to disciplined forms of study. Again, both scholars have observed the dual role of the table, but neither did so for the purpose of showing that the table was one means with which the activity of chemistry was performed, nor of demonstrating that the visually representative features of the tables can help explain this usefulness. My goal is to extend the discourse of tables by treating them as discursive tools themselves: as such, they are both useful and active, not either instructive or static.
This paper comes in two parts. The first, larger section discusses eighteenth-century tables. My story begins with the "Table des rapports" of Étienne-François Geoffroy, and follows from there episodically. 8 From at least the early eighteenth century, practitioners of the chemical sciences have used tables as both organizational devices for collecting the known and practical guides for directing work toward the unknown. This conceptual, practical, and heuristic role was fairly consistent across the broad historical span from Geoffroy's 1718 contribution to Mendeleev's 1869 periodic table, despite the uncountable variations in chemical theory, experimentation, didactic strategy, and institutionalization over that same time period.
9 After Geoffroy, I discuss the Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's tables Cohen / The Element of the Table  45 6. Alistair Duncan, "Some Theoretical Aspects of Eighteenth- Century Tables of Affin- 10. It is important to clarify that my purpose is to explicate the organizational table's role as a functional visual representation. My focus is not on the particular theoretical or metaphysical issues embedded within the compilation, presentation, and use of the tables, but on the fact that there are compilations, presentations, and uses of tables. I use historical examples and introduce philosophical questions only for the purpose of informing the points about the utility of those representative tools. The historical issues embedded within this paper are related mostly to the innovations of chemists over the years developing new forms of tabular representation to assist in their practices. My use of historical exemplars, however, is not meant for the purpose of producing a strict, progressive narrative; instead, it is for the sake of identifying common features of chemical practice in transhistorical contexts. Because of this, philosophical issues come into play as well-such as the role of the visual representation in knowledge-making, the differences between serial linguistic and spatial graphic representations, and the philosophy of praxis necessary to place the table inside the everyday activity of chemists. The two sets of issues, historical and philosophical, are not distinct from one another. For exTables are components of and contributors to the material culture of chemistry. They are usefully understood as participating in the practice of everyday chemistry in much the same way as the reading of a text. And they can be regarded as tools in much the same way as a laboratory balance, or a set of flasks, or perhaps a reference book. They were something utilized in the process of research that enabled the chemist to fulfill a task. All told, the tables of the history of chemistry share a legacy of visual practices of ordering substances on paper, of long-established habits of teaching and reading chemistry from two-dimensional surfaces, and of investigative practices that drew upon representation. They are, not surprisingly, a constituent element of the activity of chemistry. Tables   Geoffroy  In 1718 , Etiénne-François Geoffroy, a physician-chemist working at the Royal Academy of Sciences in Paris, published his " Table des rapports" (Fig. 1) .
Eighteenth-Century Chemistry
11 Having worked at the Academy since the 1690s as one of a small group of chemists, Geoffroy sought to provide a device with "transparent pedagogical character" as an "overview of the order in which commonly known substances replaced one another," in the words of historian of chemistry Frederic Holmes.
12 Justifying the enterprise, Geoffroy wrote that "it would be very useful to mark those affinities which the substances commonly met with in chemCohen / The Element of the Table  47 ample, the philosophy of praxis-the use-value of the tables in practical settings-is a consistent element of the different tables, even though the circumstances surrounding those tables' developments differ markedly. Let me note as well that the episodic presentation of each table is not meant to infer a pseudo-genetic relationship from one table to the next-as might be the goal were my argument predicated on producing a historically progressive story-but rather to maintain a sense of clarity in presentation.
11. Geoffroy's 14. See Klein, "Communal Context" (above, n. 11), for an extended discussion of the experimental basis for the order of the substances in the table. Note also that the table was neither exhaustive nor definitive-that is, as Duncan has observed in "Functions of Affinity Tables" (above, n. 6) the header substances were not an exhaustive list of all known substances at the time.
15. Geoffroy, "Table des différents rapports" (above, n. 8), p. 203. There has been considerable discussion in the literature over the meaning of "rapports," and whether or to what degree the affinity of the substances was set within a Newtonian attraction theory. Here, I interpret "rapport" in the sense of "relationship." See Smeaton, "Geoffroy" (above, n. 11); Holmes, "Communal Context" (above, n. 11); Klein, "Chemical Workshop Tradition" (above, n. 11), for more insight on the issue.
16. Trevor Levere states outright that "affinity tables were above all useful, in providHow could one make use of the table? Users were directed with the following proposition: "Whenever two substances which have some disposition to join, the one with the other, are combined and a third added which has more rapport with one of the two, the third will unite with one of them, freeing the other."
17 So, as an example, a chemical practitioner would refer to the header of the third column, nitrous acid. Chemists who had a mixture of nitrous acid with silversilver being listed at the bottom of that (third) column-would mix in lead or iron, both of which were higher up the column than silver; either of those would displace the silver. With such a process, the chemist could perform a task. Thus, Geoffroy said that the table showed the chemist how to do things. It acted as a guide in the laboratory. In addition to the widespread use of recipe formulations and instructions, expressed with a linguistic litany that explained how to Cohen / The Element of the 19 The innovation of this table lay less in its official construction and static presentation and more in how it could be used by others. It was a tool to be applied in the laboratory.
The table was not complete upon arrival, as could be seen visually in two ways: one, by the triple occupation of singular boxes in the farright (fourteenth and fifteenth) columns; and two, by the blank spaces at the bottom of the columns. In the former case, Geoffroy admitted that the experimental evidence was not strong enough to differentiate the degree of the relationship, as in column 14, between silver, copper, lead, and the header substance, iron (or, as in column 15, those three with the header substance, regulus of antimony [metallic antimony]). He indirectly appealed to future work, awaiting further exploration before offering the full alignment for those substances; the provisional nature of the boxes indicated that the table could be refined. In the latter case, that of blank spaces in the columns, the table was more directly suggestive for the practitioner. While Geoffroy did not overtly state that yet-unknown relationships would eventually fill in these spots, nor indicate the theoretical nature of those relationships, he did provide the space for future knowledge to be housed. His own commentary on his table summarized these features: "Chemists," he wrote, "will find an easy method to determine what takes place in many of the operations which are difficult to disentangle and to predict what should result when they mix different bodies." 20 The table's intimation toward the future was a unique consequence of its graphic and spatial organization, as we can tell by criti- cally investigating the format. On this point, it would be helpful to recognize the sequence in which the visual format of the twodimensional table was activated. That is, put yourself in the shoes of a chemist of Geoffroy's ilk: first, a property of that visual assemblage is that it requires blank spaces, since the relations between boxes and grids cannot be collapsed to erase an empty cell; then, the emptiness in the table provides the organizational justification from which future relationships could be coordinated. This indication of potential placement does not exist with a serial, linguistic representation.
Here, Geoffroy suggests, the blank space is a performative feature of the table, indicating to the practitioner where future results will be found. In representational contrast to this, blank spaces given in a discursive linguistic format make little sense. The visual feature of emptiness has no counterpart in a serial list. As the historian of chemistry Wilda Anderson characterized it, "The incompleteness of Geoffroy's tables, the blank spaces, therefore, are less a flaw of the theory than an indication to alert researchers as to where work remains to be done." 21 Geoffroy, his readers would understand, presents his table with an intentional forward gaze.
The simple, gridded columnar structure allowed for quick reference for those working in the laboratory and for chemical manipulation. Geoffroy said that the use of this since the table directed practitioners toward pretested results. 24 In its status as an organizational device, collating the rapports between substances from experimental results, the table directed its users toward the future.
After Geoffroy's contribution, there was a dearth of new tables for several decades; only two were compiled between 1718 and 1749. Toward the latter half of the century, though, chemists rapidly increased the number of table compilations. New versions with more columns and more rows, but without any fundamental change in visual structure, were introduced as quickly as new substances were brought into, or taken out of, the laboratory. By 1783, the tidy, sixteen-column, one-page table of Geoffroy had given way to an unwieldy, fifty-nine-columned, multipage behemoth that had to be presented in duplicate.
25 Several prominent chemists, among them Antoine Baumé, J. L. Clausier, and Joseph Black, had indicated by mid-century that there was a need for tables to be compiled with respect to the method of preparation and experimentation used to determine the order of substances.
26 That is, while Geoffroy's offering was novel because it presented a synoptic view of the results of his research, the novelty of later tables was to recognize that not all laboratory manipulations were performed under the same conditions or with the same techniques.
Bergman
A prime example of a prominent, post-Geoffroy table of relations among chemical substances was that of the Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman. Bergman, who sought to use chemistry for the benefit of mining and industry, was a popular member of a European-wide culture of chemical correspondence, a younger peer to Linnaeus, and a strong proponent of using diagrams and other symbolic representations. Historians have characterized his contributions as being more 1718 table with Bergman's dissertation-length treatment; the literary was not equally reducible to the graphical, as the verbiage used to convey the sense given in the tables could not match the visual simplicity of a gridded table. 28 The theoretical implications of "affinity," which over the decades had become the common term of reference for Geoffroy's "rapports," had been a growing concern throughout the century-it is not only today's historians who have debated whether or not affinity was meant to refer to Newtonian attraction. Bergman was aware of such concerns and called his relationships "elective attracCohen / The Element of the tions" instead of "affinities." 29 Nonetheless, he intended his tables of "elective attraction" to serve as guides for practitioners, filling the same role as earlier tables. The change in tabulation that he represents does not shift the emphasis away from a constructive context-but it does elevate the sophistication of the table in both its visual format and its didactic aim. Soon after the tables were published by Bergman, the components within them were issued in verbal format. That is, instead of using alchemical symbols to represent the substances, Bergman used words. This too was indicative of both the functional purpose and the confusing character of the tables' earlier presentation. The tables were so large and cumbersome, with so many tiny symbols of substances crowded into them, that for some their meaning had become obscure. (Note, though, that the table itself maintained its identity as a composite visual representation. It was only the items inside the structure of the grids that shifted.) The translator's preface to the 1785 English edition of the Dissertation sheds light on the issue:
Two sets of Tables are subjoined. It was thought that many readers would be dissatisfied with the chemical Characters alone [i.e., the symbols], especially as the former edition of the Tables has been already rendered in words. To suppress the signs entirely, seemed improper; for they are so convenient, that every student of chemistry ought to make himself familiar with them.
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Such was the practical import of the table that ease of reference became its salient characteristic.
The translator had a broader didactic intent with his work, assuring his readers that all chemistry students should be familiar with the symbols. 31 In this, he demonstrated his trust in and reliance on visual presentation. When Bergman discoursed on the "Usefulness of Chemistry" he stated that the tables were presented "for the sake of conciseness and convenience of inspection," and thought that his form of presentation placed the relation of substances "in a very intelligible view."
32 William Nicholson, in his Dictionary of Chemistry, thought that "the tables at the end of Bergman's 'Essay on the Affinities' exhibit in the most speedy and intelligible manner the greater part of many volumes of chemical results"; he bolstered this assessment that symbol-laden tables offered an advantage in cognitive efCohen / The Element of the ficiency when he estimated that "whole pages may be read and understood in a few seconds." 33 In each case-with Bergman, his translator, and Nicholson-it was the use of the table that informed its presentation, no matter the intent of the compiler. The increased efficiency of the visual format, supplementing the ease of reference, became its leading feature with the ordered arrays (provided by the chemist) leading to ease of inspection (when used by others). More information, less time.
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The example of Bergman showed the expanding practical function of the table. Now, in addition to the experimental results that led to the placement of substances in a table, chemists had the consideration of the actual process used to determine that placement. The relationship of the substances, and thus the classification scheme, depended on how the researchers sought their empirical evidence.
Bergman's tables of elective attractions, introduced between 1775 and 1783, would become the last significant set based on affinity. "If Bergman's table represented the finest achievement in the tradition of affinity tables, it also accelerated its ultimate demise," one historian has recently written. 35 The busy grids were filled with information, first represented by alchemical symbols and later by words; they were meant to be a vast extension of earlier tables. 36 In Bergman's "table of double elective attractions" of 1783 (which I have not discussed here), alchemical symbols were again employed to represent the individual substances. 37 The French chemist Guyton de Morveau was a contemporary and peer of Bergman's, elder to Lavoisier, and a fellow member 35. Kim, Affinity (above, n. 29), p. 267. Kim goes on to explain that the same attempt to present the "sum total of chemical knowledge in an all-encompassing table" made evident the apparent flaws in such a unified paradigm. Those flaws were clearly visible with "the limit of such a representational format," even though efforts to improve the system-in part, with nomenclature reform-still sought "a systematic ordering and prediction of chemical actions" (pp. 267-268).
36. Despite the fullness of those works, Bergman believed that his "slight sketch will require 30,000 exact experiments to be brought to any degree of perfection" (Bergman, Dissertation on Elective Attractions [above, n. 28], p. 70). He hoped to do this himself, but, as he said, "the shortness of life" always gets in the way (ibid.).
37. Lissa Roberts comments that "the Brilliance of his symbolic depiction was that in contrast to discursive language, which described chemical activity step by step (unable to portray simultaneity of occurrence), it captured the whole of a given operation within the confines of its symbolic borders, mirroring the instrumental confines of the of the most well-known circle of European chemists. He viewed this use of symbols as problematic for disciplinary, theoretical, and didactic reasons: he argued, first, that the graphical symbols brought a historical connection to the anachronistic alchemical (and possibly occult) traditions; and second, that they were hard to read and easy to forget.
38 (Recall that it was for didactic purposes alone that the English translator of Bergman's work had departed from the use of alchemical symbols.) Thus, Guyton's attention was aimed at the visual features of the classifications. The same concerns could be introduced against the affinity tables, and might suggest why syntactic linguistic explanations were later used. I mention this here not to expand my discussion to include the disagreement in representative style between Guyton de Morveau and Bergman, but to provide a link to the French chemists of the 1780s. Next, along those lines, I consider the various tables of nomenclature of the latter eighteenth century.
Tables of Nomenclature
Soon after the introduction of Bergman's tables, and notably after the translations and updates that occurred through the 1780s, the more storied French chemists were setting out to revise the nomenclature of chemistry. I have not discussed Bergman's own designs on the reform of nomenclature, but it is worth noting that his work on the matter was significant. The innovations that he offered in tables of combination and classification were not disconnected from his work on revising the nomenclature of the substances represented inside them. To be sure, Bergman of Uppsala and Guyton of Dijon, who were frequent correspondents, were at the forefront of nomenclature reforms. More to the point, it was Guyton's 1782 reforms that would ally him with Lavoisier and other Parisian chemists later that decade in the pursuit of a total reform of all chemical nomenclature.
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Cohen / The Element of the The table of nomenclature took on greater prominence in the 1780s and brought into focus the issues surrounding transitions in the representation of classifications. Those tables existed within a broader framework of classification in the sciences, a framework that helps show the place of categorization as closely linked with issues of language and knowledge-popular Enlightenment topics, all. In terms of general theories of organization, the tables of nomenclature were partly continuous with affinity tables, in that they still sought to organize what was known about chemical substances and to explain what happened when those substances combined. However, they were not designed in emulation of the earlier ones, nor were the new tables mere extensions of affinity theories or theories of attraction. In terms of visuality, the major discontinuity was that the representative symbol system inside the table was serial and linguistic instead of spatial and graphic. Tables of nomenclature were intended to bring order to chemistry's language, much as other types of tables brought order to chemistry's facts. Both affinity and nomenclature tables had chemical organization as a goal, and both were founded in part on utilitarian criteria. Even though the internal characters of the tables differed, the visuality of the composite structure of the table provided the same cognitive advantage.
I mention here three examples from the 1780s that stood in juxtaposition, visually, to the earlier affinity tables: Guyton de Morveau's 1782 "Tableaux de nomenclature chymique" (Fig. 3) ; the series of tables used by Antoine Lavoisier in his Traité élémentaire de chimie of 1789 (Fig. 4) ; and the 1787 table of nomenclature included in the multiauthored Méthode de nomenclature chimique (Fig. 5) . 40 Many of these names come up several times: Guyton de Morveau, whom I just discussed, was in the middle of early debates about nomenclature reform and held his own concerns about the virtues and utility of Bergman's tables; Lavoisier, the historiographic archetype of the new chemist, also played a large role in Each of the tables of nomenclature followed the left-to-right forCohen / The Element of the Table  59 41. The complex association of nature, language, and knowledge that was bound up in the pursuits of these chemists (and their mentors before them) has been the subject of numerous studies. mat used by Guyton in 1782. 42 On the left of Guyton's table was a column of some known substances. In this case, these were acids classified by their kingdom of mineral, vegetable, or animal. The columns were then followed to the right by the salts derived from their combination with bases (see Fig. 3 ). In its left-to-right organization, the table implied motion. The order of things implicit in the construction of the table was not one of how all substances relate to one another-indeed, Guyton did not provide an exhaustive list of substances. But his table was one that carried with it a practical guide: to know chemistry was to know how to utilize the known chemical substances. The process of combining chemicals was intimated by the stepwise process of reading the table, starting with basic constituents and combining them to produce a known compound. By means of its visual arrangement, it guided users in much the same way Geoffroy had guided his. Guyton's first table was relatively compact, with eighteen acids in the left column, and a total of five columns. It became clearer in the much-expanded 1787 table of nomenclature that the table not only represented the history of experimental order used to construct it, but was also meant to be read and to guide chemists in their own practice. As opposed to the manageable one-page table of Guyton's 1782 article, the table of 1787 measured 80 cm by 50 cm when unfolded from its insert. This attention to practical utility has been widely observed with respect to the very concept of the new nomenclature, in that names could easily be assigned to substances within the basic binomial format, similar in fact to that of Linnaeus.
To emphasize the how-to nature of these representations, consider Lavoisier's 1789 "Table of Binary Combinations of Oxygen with Simple Substances" (Fig. 4) . It was not labeled a table of nomenclature, but it served the same role while acting to extend the legitimacy of the already-presented nomenclature reforms. The first column on the left (not a first row, at the top) provided the names of the "simple substances." When combined with "Oxygen" the simple substance created, for example, "Nitrous oxide"; a second "oxygenation" yielded "Nitrous acid," and a third yielded "Nitric acid." The binomial nomenclature spelled out, in an orderly fashion, within a structured procedure, how reactions worked and how the simple substances went together. The table had grown not only in size but now too in manipulative sophistication. It first presented, at a glance, information about how substances combined; its role was then ex-
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Configurations panded to account for the various processes of combination; and finally the table was the storehouse and preferred form of presentation for the new nomenclature, a system that would guide chemical activity from reliance and adherence to a single referential system. I would be overstating my case if I suggested that the flurry of activity in table construction in the 1780s can define the oft-labeled revolutionary era. However, I think it is fair to suggest that the tables were not mere passive representations of theoretical decisions, but also played an active role in either supporting arguments or disassembling them. As a case in point, consider the late-eighteenthcentury correspondence between the Irish chemist Richard Kirwan and Guyton de Morveau. 43 The basis for this correspondence was the contested merit of the dominant phlogiston theory against Lavoisier's competing oxygen theory. While the full details of their discussion are interesting, I want to highlight Kirwan's reference to and use of affinity tables in his prophlogiston argument against Guyton de Morveau and, by extension, Lavoisier.
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Cohen / The Element of the When questioning the merit of Lavoisier's oxygen as an explanatory mechanism for experimental results, Kirwan referred to the order of affinities in Lavoisier's tables: "According to Mr. Lavoisier's table, water should be decomposed by charcoal at least in a boiling heat, which is fully sufficient to communicate as much specific heat to the inflammable part of water as is necessary to its aerial form: yet water has not been decomposed in that manner"; this is "an evident sign that it is not from water [that the inflammable air proceeds], but from iron." 45 Kirwan drew this conclusion by referring to the table of affinity strengths that Lavoisier provided. He went on to argue with Guyton de Morveau that either the affinity tables had to be revised, or the antiphlogiston explanation of how affinity works could not be correct: "Have I not destroyed your What is striking in this interpretation, and in Kirwan's original sentiment, is not just the metaphorical crossover of the tool-like nature of the table-as a club with which to beat opponents-but also the presupposition of the utility and reliability of these tables. Kirwan seems to take advantage of them in two ways, having his table and eating it too: he uses it as a resource while questioning the theoretical conclusion to be drawn from that resource. His suggestion was not that the table was a poor tool, but that it illustrated the problems of the antiphlogiston position. My earlier discussion of the instructive utility of the table emphasized how tables were helpful for those following procedures; now that utility can be extended to consider their use in argument, where they are helpful for those supporting or refuting a theoretical claim. I want to make one more point about the visual representation of the new nomenclature: the contribution of Jean Henri Hassenfratz and Pierre August Adet to its presentation (Fig. 5) . The two young French chemists were commissioned by Guyton, Lavoisier, Berthollet, and Fourcroy to develop a new graphic symbol system that would accompany the new nomenclature in their Méthode de nomenclature chymique. 48 Their symbols would be used as shorthand notations for the new names, as easily referenceable and transferable between national contexts as the Latinate names themselves. "Should the chymical characters become uniform among the chymists of every nation, they will resemble the writing of the inhabitants of China, Tonking, and of Japan. Although these people have different languages and consequently different sounds to express the same ideas, they notwithstanding, have common characters to represent Cohen / The Element of the Table  63 48. Crosland discusses the relative successes and failures of the actual common use of these new symbols, noting in particular that, though favored by the four authors of the new nomenclature, they did not become commonly deployed (thus perhaps explaining why they are not well known, or at least discussed, anymore). He suggests that typographical issues lay at the root of the problem, since Hassenfratz and Adet's symbols were not easily reproduced: Crosland, Historical Studies (above, n. 30), pp. 247-252. them," said the two colleagues.
49 Unlike ancient chemists, whose "mysterious veil" screened their science from the "eyes of the vulgar," Hassenfratz and Adet sought, they said, "to render our knowledge as communicative as possible."
50 After a short examination of the "most modern table of chymical signs, which are the tables of Bergman," they proposed a new sign system more in keeping with "the modern improvements."
51 As a recent study of these visual representations has shown, "the most important feature of this new system of chemical characters was how it represented a visual grammar of chemical combination: compound substances were denoted by combinations of simple characters representing simple substances that formed compound substances." 52 Hassenfratz and Adet made visible the facts of the new nomenclature. Their symbols would not only serve purposes of convenience and efficiency, but would play an actual constitutive role in proctoring the new truth of chemistry. As evidenced in Figure 6 , the young chemists were fully aware of the import of their system, venturing so far as to claim, without elaboration, that the list of "Radicals," from Muriatic to Lithic, were "Bases which we do not as yet know, but whose nature we expect to be able to discover."
Hassenfratz and Adet's graphical system represented both composition and combination, providing a classification completely evident and easily accessible through its graphical, spatial symbolic format. They offer an excellent example of the representation of classification as a visual endeavor. In the role of visual communicants, and as presented separately from the table of nomenclature, their symbols indicated a transition point in the representation of basic constituents. Previously, the symbol system had always been a subset of the actual table. It was for this reason that I have thus far focused on the composite structure of the table. But after the innovations of the nomenclature reformers and the symbolic contribution of Hassenfratz and Adet, the representations of classification came more often in the form of ungridded, disassembled lists. Guyton de Morveau, Lavoisier, Berthollet, and Fourcroy made a particularly interesting recommendation in favor of the new system in the Méthode, endorsing the symbol system as such: [ The characters] proposed by Hassenfratz and Adet are far preferable to the ancient; that they have the advantage of painting to the sight, not words, but facts, and giving just ideas of the combinations, which they represent. This method seems to possess also another advantage; it determines beforehand the characters of such substances as may be discovered in the future . . . and a complete table of these characters represents at the same time all that has been done in science by former chymists, and all that yet remains to be discovered. 53 The endorsement was noteworthy for more than one reason. Not only did the organizational reformers highlight the distinct and useful advantage of the visible, pictorial characters-"painting to the sight, not words, but facts"-but they also precisely outlined the dual role of those visual representations, representing "all that has been done" while predefining "all that yet remains to be discovered." Guyton de Morveau and his coauthors thought that it was "up to chemists to extract these 'truths' [of the laboratory] from manipulative situations in which they occurred, to translate and map them onto a spatial grid of chemical tabulation-a map of past discovery, future exploration, and manipulation," in the words of Lissa Roberts. 54 It was verbal, instructive, and practical, bidirectional in its temporal overtures with a knowing, rearward gaze and an active, forward look. And while the sense of prediction and the performative blank space differ from that of Geoffroy's table, the visual representation of this classification still performs the function of future orientation via its visual composition.
Guyton de Morveau and his coauthors said that their new nomenclature "must naturally adapt itself to future discoveries, and indicate before-hand, the place and name of such substances as may Cohen / The Element of the Table  65 53. Guyton de Morveau et al., Method (above, n. 40), p. 236.
54. Roberts, "Setting the Table" (above, n. 1), p. 115.
be found out." 55 A decade earlier, Guyton de Morveau had already expressed the view that a good synoptic table would not only summarize extant knowledge but mark "as upon a grid of the world map, the lands we have yet to discover." 56 Not only was the creation of the table crucial for the advancement of a research program in the laboratory, but the representation of that organizational device provided the actual means by which it could be communicated and understood. Even those elements still unknown had a place reserved in the table, with a name already picked out. Later, once the full presentation of the new nomenclature had been made, the linguistic table was the innovation: it presented the theory of oxygen, which for Lavoisier was the basic principle of chemistry; it literally spelled out how to do chemistry. The full import of such a new system of nomenclature was announced by its creators: those who profess chemistry "must either reject the nomenclature or irresistibly pursue the delineated course."
57 To perceive the table as a static device would then be to deny the creative and utilitarian aspect of its future orientation. Much as the chemical balance became a necessary tool for those practicing the new chemistry, so too did the new nomenclature. For reasons consistent with earlier tables, the cognitive advantage of the visual format facilitated the ease of transfer and use of that new structure of knowledge.
Though the tables of Geoffroy fit within an altogether different context in the history of chemistry, they do share representative characteristics with Lavoisier's tables. For one, both examples were predicated on assisting with concrete material operations. For another, "Seeing the sign of the substance, whether formed from linguistic (Lavoisier) or non-linguistic (Geoffroy) symbols, [was] to grasp almost immediately the route for preparing it."
58 Torbern Bergman and Guyton de Morveau fit within the same lineage. By interpreting the very table itself as the imagistic contributor, another aspect of similarity becomes clear: that each table provided a classification of known chemical constituents, while providing the means to discover new ones-and that seeing the table, thus allowing for the importance of its visual structure, mattered. 58. Weininger, "Contemplating the Finger" (above, n. 11), p. 8.
Early-Nineteenth-Century Visual Representation and the Paper Tool

Dalton
The chemistry table, by the turn of the nineteenth century, had been organized variously: by the principles of affinity, solubility, and degree of oxygenation; as lists of substances ordered through their use in commercial practice; as relations based on the method of experimentation that led to their degree of combination; and as the means of presenting the signifiers of the new chemistry. In the early nineteenth century, John Dalton presented a new type of table, the table of relative weights, which illustrated the same dual practical role as these others. 59 As for collecting the known, it was offered as an ordered array and intended to present a vision of the basic constituent of chemistry-the atom. It also played a role of forecasting similar to that of the earlier tables. However, while Dalton's contributions on this count have been given a good deal of attention for their theoretical aspects, the practical elements of his table of weights are not often remarked upon. The focus on theory usually places Dalton into a different chemical context from that of his predecessors and makes comparisons between the eighteenth and the new nineteenth century awkward; grouping Guyton or Lavoisier and Dalton together is thus fairly difficult, a fact I do not deny on theoretical grounds. But when we treat Dalton for his visually discursive contributions, we find that he does fit within the common tenets of visual practice.
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The table of relative weights was copresented in A New System of Chemical Philosophy with engraved plates, serving as an explanation of the visual diagrammatic figures therein (Fig. 7) . The linguistic counterparts of the "signs chosen to represent the several chemical elements or ultimate particles" were shown adjacent to the plates at the end of the text. 61 Importantly, in offering his view of the atom visually, DalCohen / The Element of the Table  67 59. Dalton's 1808 form of presentation was the first of its kind. A mere seven years later, though, six more chemists had published their own tables in similar formats, indicating the credibility quickly gained by such a system of ordering. ton presupposed the legitimacy of an organizational method based on discrete and determinate atoms. His explanation of the plates served to bolster the figures of simple elements by emphasizing the individuality and quantifiability of the atoms. The "Plate" and adjacent "Explanation" were mutually supportive, addressing the ontological status of the entities through their tandem representational format. 62 Dalton's tables of relative weights, when coupled with the figures in his engraved plates, were organizational devices that exemplified the dual role in every sense that I have described with the previous cases. The combination of the two forms of presentation, diagrams and ta- bles, was the new feature of Dalton's visual representation of classification. Figure 7 shows that the figures of the simple elements of Plate 4 were translated verbally and listed in the explanation to the plate. While working in conjunction with the figures, the table furthered the point that each atom had a particular weight (as listed), was a precise entity (something that could be weighed), and had a specific ontological role (to account for what it was that chemists worked with). It was also explicitly classificatory, with the elements organized as "simple," "binary," "ternary," and so forth and presented in increasing atomic weight down the page. As such, the table performed the function of collecting what was known about the basic constituent. This visual format even had implicit empty spaces at the end of the given set of symbols, indicating where and how future discoveries would be placed within his system. To wit, Dalton remarked on his presentation of the figures that "enough has been given to shew [sic] the method; it will be quite unnecessary to devise characters and combinations of them to exhibit to view in this way all the subjects that come under investigation." 63 He had established a method of devising characters. The results of future investigations could be fit within this representative system much as the new nomenclature had predefined future discoveries. Dalton's system would be enabled through the ability of chemists to envision what they were working with and toward.
Paper Tools
Not surprisingly, considering his reliance on the visual, Dalton also provides an example of a "paper tool." Ursula Klein has developed this concept most convincingly in the context of earlynineteenth-century organic chemistry with reference to the Swedish chemist Jöns Jacob Berzelius's alphabetical representation of a chemical reaction. (Berzelius, one of the most famed and influential chemists of the nineteenth century, first ascribed letters to elements and wrote them out in a formula equation-for example, 2H + O = H 2 O.) Briefly, the paper tools idea is this: after Berzelius's representational innovation, "new possibilities of combinations emerged as chemists were tinkering with formulae on paper." 64 Chemists could perform research on paper, at their desks, by manipulating the Berzelian formulas; they did not always need to perform the actual reaction in the laboratory. Furthermore, the idea of the formulaic system did not necessarily follow theoretical innovations: the two were coproduced in the context of Berzelius's desire to present a coCohen / The Element of the Table  69 63. Dalton, New System (above, no. 61), part 1, p. 220.
64. Klein, "Berzelian Formulas" (above, n. 1), p. 20.
herent atomic system-so that, for example, "the formulaic system became a tool to forge a theory which overlapped with Dalton's atomic theory without being identical to it." 65 What matters for us, with Berzelius and paper tools, is that the visual representation of an element as a letter or a linguistic abbreviation offered advantages for chemists working in practical settings. 66 The concept of paper tools has been broadened in scope and developed by others to include discussions of all manner of visual representations. To this body of work, we can add both John Dalton  and the chemistry table. 67 First, Dalton. He had such a firm belief in the legitimacy of visual expression that he claimed to have developed parts of his atomic theory by manipulating atomic figures on paper. His musings on the formative thoughts of his atomic theory confirmed this: "I set to work to combine my atoms upon paper. I took an atom of water, another of oxygen, and another of azote, brought them together, and threw around them an atmosphere of heat, as per diagram." 68 Here Dalton claimed that his characterization of atomic theory was worked out by tinkering with formulas on paper. Later, he claimed that "there was only one alternative left" to solve the problems he was having with arranging water, oxygen, and azote: the alternative became apparent, he reported, by extending the lines used to represent heat around each of the atoms. 69 The pictorial representation, in Dalton's explanation, accounted to a large 70 Configurations extent for the choices he made when developing his ideas on the combinations of atoms. Dalton's example is useful in helping to express the nature of the paper tool as neither solely practical nor wholly theoretical. 70 Paper tools force our attention to material inscriptions as elements of chemical practice, and in the process they muddle the clear distinction between theory and practice. For my purpose, they express an attention to the active dimension of science, where reading pictures and utilizing extratextual symbols assist in the everyday performance of that science. They are as much about what chemists do with the table-that is, read its visual grammar-as with what the table represents statically. Without belaboring the point further, chemistry tables can be thought of as paper tools also. They were never just stagnant repositories of facts, but also devices that were used by chemists for chemical order to be established, well before the infamous periodic table did much the same. 71 The practical intentions of Geoffroy with his table, Kirwan's use of Lavoisier's tables, and painting to the sight the ideas of combination while representing all that yet remains to discovered, as Guyton de Morveau and his collaborators said of Hassenfratz and Adet's graphical contributions, can each now be read as a case of paper tools in action. Through their visual construction and reading, these tables did not function in the practice of science as an adjunct to didactic and investigative procedures, but moved along with them, aiding and abetting as they did.
The idea of the table as an object that could be read and put to use refashions the formerly simple temporal explanation of creation, presentation, and use. Notions of paper tools infer the dual role of the table that collects the known and directs practice. Though one cannot manipulate the table as one can a formula, by moving it around, it can be changed in a broad temporal sense by adding to it, filling in blank spaces, expanding its array, or identifying inconsistencies that require further investigation. In the early 1800s, the visually enhanced synopses of chemical classification schemes accounted for atomic weights, the proposed basic principle of order.
Cohen / The Element of the Table  71 But all along, well before Dalton and even after Mendeleev, the chemistry table acted as a technology of representation that could help create practical goals-that is, goals of chemical practice-while encouraging and facilitating chemical innovation. It exemplified the principle that a representation of classification looks in both directions, backward and forward, as it is activated while being read as visual grammar by practitioners.
Conclusion
The chemistry table, from at least Geoffroy's " Table des rapports" of 1718, was meant to serve a dual purpose, acting as a storehouse for what was known about the basic constituents in chemistry and playing a practical, often generative role by guiding chemical practice from the known to the unknown. We know this much from the chemists themselves. As those utilizing organizational devices, the table builders and users attempted to structure knowledge by relating different substances-be they simple substances, atoms, or elements-in a visual field. They took the results of research in nature and constructed them into portable, legible displays of information. By relegating the search for nature to a tabulated scheme, the table creators extended the program of the chemists who worked within a commercial, practical, and didactic context to provide a useful tool. And so the table's microhistory-the history of each individual table, or diagram, or list-was not exhausted once the device had been presented.
The table, to be sure, cannot sufficiently explain the history of chemical practice: visual representations of chemical classifications were not the sole means by which knowledge was translated from chemist to chemist; the writings of all practitioners do not claim that the use of tables should be credited solely to the visual features of those tables; and, as with the appropriation, rather than reception, of textbooks, there is far more to say about how tables came into use and conceptual manipulation in daily practice. 72 But, even with this caution, my point should be read differently, since my goal has been to make this a study of visual representations and not of knowledge transfer. The theory of practice that helps describe the 72 Configurations philosophy of praxis of a visual representation is not in evidence from written records of chemists, or reflections of education and research. Rather, we find the forward motion of the chemistry table from its visual features, recognizing that the silent blank space, as Geoffroy, Bergman, Guyton, Lavoisier, Dalton, and Mendeleev noted, has been constructed both to allow room for future research and to suggest, and in that suggestion constrain, how one would set up such research. I highlight the consistency of the dual temporal role as a means to emphasize a thread of continuity in chemical practice, with spatial and graphic visual elements helping us to recognize just how the dual function of the table worked. This study thus extends previous analyses of the more prominent symbol system in history, serial linguistics, to the spatial and graphical symbol systems of chemistry. With respect to the discursive focus, Wilda Anderson has explained that, for Lavoisier, his elder contemporary Pierre Macquer, and their predecessor Abbé de Condillac, the "structure of knowledge is the only order that can be relied upon to reproduce the order inherent in Nature." 73 Anderson continues:
It is through the transformation of physical phenomena into words that Macquer can attempt to deal with the chaotic universe of material objects. The things words represent may be inexorably different from each other, but if one collapses the analysis of chemistry onto the analysis of grammar, then they can be manipulated as words all subject to the same operations in the mind of the philosopher and related in ways that nullify or neutralize or simply ignore these differences.
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Anderson's viewpoint informs not only the linguistic aspects of lateeighteenth-century chemistry, but the underlying principles that help explain the changes in tables occurring then, from affinities to nomenclature. As well, her comments can be echoed with attention to visual grammar. For us, the association of symbols and their referents becomes even more complex when we expand the idea of a symbol from serial representations to spatial ones, in the process forcing attention to broader ideas of visual practice. That association has been described with respect to concepts of scientific classification, though mainly as they relate to natural history. Michel Foucault claims in his discussion of taxonomy that "the natural history room and the garden, as created in the Classical period, replace the circular procession of the Cohen / The Element of the Table  73 73. Anderson, Between the Library and the Laboratory (above, n. 21), p. 4.
74. Ibid., p. 51.
'show' with the arrangement of things in a 'table.' What came surreptitiously into being between the age of the theater and that of the catalogue was not the desire for knowledge, but a new way of connecting things both to the eye and to discourse. A new way of making history." 75 He believes there was a new way to see things; the form of presentation became more than merely aesthetic, since it also added to the substance of what was being presented and to the understanding and interpretation of what was being grouped together. Chemically, the practitioner performing a reaction, or the student studying it, was already utilizing a symbolic system that could prescribe the outcome of a reaction while describing the results from past reactions. Foucault adds that for taxonomy it was "not other words, texts, or records, but unencumbered spaces in which things [such as herbariums, collections, gardens] are juxtaposed, . . . grouped according to their common features, and thus already virtually analyzed." 76 We can add the chemical table to the category of the natural history room and the garden, because in the spirit of display that grew throughout the eighteenth century, "vision was cognitive, just as images were about demonstration, not satiation."
77 As such, the table's ability to present and re-present information was not simply a matter of show, but also of tell.
The format and prevalence of the table changed during the early nineteenth century. The chemists' quantifying, instrumental, and systematic goals undergirded the organization of atoms and their new classifications as the chemistry community debated newer concepts of atomism and chemical transformation. As the format changed, though, the element of visual practice remained. This element of practice is clearly expressed in debates about the periodic table of 1869, where scholars have argued whether it was the accommodative or the predictive aspects of the table that enabled its reception. 78 While I do not contend that the earlier affinity table somehow produced the later periodic table, or that the latter relied on a common theory of organization developed by the former, I maintain that the affinity and periodic tables were both integrated into an aspect of chemical practice that had been established for a long time. Likewise, accommodation and prediction are neither mutually exclusive to nor unique features of the periodic table. By presenting an ordered display of substances, chemists could codify prin- ciples of table membership while indicating how and where unknown elements would be constructed. Despite, or perhaps in addition to, many changes in chemical knowledge and institutionalization over time, the importance of visual practice thus provides a common theme in chemical history. Such a view of the extraordinary continuity of this feature of practice, rather than being a surprising sidebar as a study of the visual, implicates tables' salient place in chemical knowledge-making. In the process of highlighting this prominence, we can bolster the importance of visual practice in scientific activity. This much can be said about the tables: they were not treated as passive entities (and thus they encouraged a functional view), their form of presentation was important (indicating that practicality was a goal of the table maker and an expectation of the user), and the dual role of collection and direction was relatively consistent for the century-and-a-half preceding the creation of the iconic periodic table of the elements (demonstrating that this dual role is not unique to the periodic table). In addition to my interest in the visual representation of chemical classification, I am interested in the active dimension of the history of science. Treating the table as a component of practice is meant to highlight the forward, dynamic dimension in the history of chemistry. This is a subtle shift in temporal orientation, a change in historical emphasis that can reveal relevant features of practice. It is not a view that denies theoretical constraint or disciplinary limitation; rather, it exists within them.
Finally, and probably in the least, I have attempted to problematize the view that classifications and their representations can be treated singly as either offerings to the world or tools to be used. Instead, they can be understood better as complex combinations of both, looking to the past and the future as they are used in the present. The chemistry table has always been a useful, practical tool contributing to the material and experimental culture of chemistry. This active function was facilitated by the visual nature of the table, so that tables can be treated as visual representations of classification and organization, constitutive of and not ancillary to the history of chemistry.
